VISIONARIES

Envisioning a Digital Transformation for Claims
Jose Tribuzio, founder and CEO of Systema Software, has always viewed the claims process as a vital
opportunity for insurance organizations to drive efficiency, cost savings, and customer satisfaction.
To help organizations attain these objectives, Jose envisioned an advanced claims platform that is
simultaneously powerful in terms of performance, features, and data analysis, while also being extremely
intuitive and easy to use.
-Jose Tribuzio, founder and CEO, Systema Software
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Business Intelligence for Powerful Results
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o realize this vision, Jose first introduced SIMS Claims , an award-winning claims solution in 2006. SIMS provides a robust set of out-of-the-box
features and functions that can handle any organization’s claims environment. It also offers a high level of flexibility and can be configured to meet
any organization’s unique data, workflow, and security requirements.

In addition to this elegant design, Jose saw a vital opportunity to leverage Business
Intelligence (BI) tools. His company launched SIMS Insight—the sophisticated BI
module of SIMS Claims. This module offers powerful data analysis and reporting
capabilities that provide clients with the information they need to improve claims
results, reduce costs, and minimize future risk.

Over the years, Jose’s mission has been to meet the needs of the claims market and
maintain SIMS as the leading claims solution. In 2016, he identified two critical technology trends that his company leveraged to keep SIMS at the forefront of the claims space.

For example using SIMS, one client identified trends and used targeted programs
to reduce claims by 50% in one year. Another insurer client was able to leverage
SIMS to improve productivity so 70% of new claims were closed within 30 days.

A Sleek Interface to Engage Users

With outstanding results, Jose decided to fully integrate Microsoft’s new Power BI
experience into SIMS Insight. Customers now have more power to transform data
into stunning visuals, easily share reports among team members, and focus on the
information and metrics that matter most to their business and bottom line.

Jose’s first visionary initiative was to assess how the digital age had impacted
other industries—and to bring this transformation to claims. He found browser-based applications and cloud computing were the new norms. Online banking
and the ability to compare and book travel arrangements online demonstrated
the urgent need for speed, convenience, and easy-to-use web features that today’s
digital consumers expect and desire.

SIMS Insight with Power BI includes these impressive capabilities:

• A sk a simple question; get a powerful answer – With a feature known as

Insurance and claims have lagged behind in this digital transformation that
now demands fast, intuitive, and convenient user interfaces. To keep SIMS at the
cutting edge, Jose decided it was time to stylize the interface design, making it
contemporary but keeping the same powerful engine and logic underneath. His
company leveraged HTML5, CSS3 and the latest design standards to strip away
framing, so SIMS is streamlined and can run at accelerated speeds.

Power BI Q&A, users can type in a question using everyday, natural language,
such as “What offices experienced the highest claims costs last month?” Q&A
decides on the best chart or graph to display the information, and users reap
the benefit of a powerful, visual answer.

• D ig deeper – Users can visually explore data using a free-form canvas. They

can “drag and drop” datasets and dimensions to incorporate into the analysis.
Information can be displayed with a broad range of visualization capabilities,
including charts, graphs, and maps.

Key features and benefits of the new interface for SIMS Claims include:

• B rowser Compatibility – Users will be able to access SIMS using various browsers,

• L everage dashboards – Users can create dashboards, keeping their finger on

including Safari, Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer, and Edge. This is appealing as
competition among browsers yields ongoing performance improvements.

the pulse of their businesses through key performance measures. Dashboards
can be configured and personalized to provide one quick glance of all the statistics organizations need to make fast, informed decisions.

• A mplified Performance – With its streamlined design, SIMS is even faster than before.
• Intuitive Design – It’s easier to learn, navigate, and use SIMS; adjusters can

The Digital Edge

focus on the tasks that drive claims toward closure and optimal outcomes.

Jose’s vision has advanced claims technology for the industry. Organizations that
leverage SIMS can immediately ramp up and gain an edge in today’s digital paradigm. The system’s sleek interface empowers users to automate tasks and boost
productivity. Equipped with Power BI, organizations also gain deeper insights into
claims to further boost program performance.

• P owerful and Flexible Architecture – Under the hood of the new SIMS

interface is the same power, but with more flexibility in terms of custom fields,
client branding, globalization capabilities, configurable claims modules, and a
dockable/undockable diary.

• A ny Device – Users will be able to access SIMS from any device, from desktop to tablet.
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WHERE WOULD THE
INSURANCE INDUSTRY BE
WITHOUT VISIONARIES?
Continued from page 14

What (if any) are the challenges inherent in
promoting visionary programs tied to
innovation? Of not promoting it? How can an
insurer overcome these challenges?
Insurers’ largest challenges to innovation
programs are their need to always have
a calculable ROI for any project and their
sheer fear of failure, which is why many
initiatives don’t produce expected results or
fail completely. Not all innovative initiatives
can have a calculable—or even a tangible—
ROI. True innovation means trying new
things and seeing what they accomplish,
even if they fail. Instead, failures are considered a bad project and blame is set, killing
the innovative environment and preventing people from wanting to try to be truly
innovative. Failure is OK; it’s how we learn.
If some initiatives aren’t failing, they’re not
innovative enough.

What is the role of solution providers/
partners in promoting innovation born of
visionary thinking that can benefit the entire
insurance industry?
Insurers can’t innovate if they’re spending
their time and resources being a data center,
keeping the lights on or worrying about
business continuity. The right solution
provider will take on these concerns and
enable insurers to focus on the business and
innovating. An innovative solution provider
will have a budget for innovating with an
expected failure rate to ensure out-ofthe-box thinking and truly innovative solutions that are tested. They will challenge the
status quo with constant improvements to
their product offerings and keep their finger
on the pulse of insurance technology to
provide their customers with the tools and
processes they need to be innovative.

organizational approach to visionary
thinking across a variety of functional
areas, is used pretotyping theory
in its boot camps at its LumenLab
disruption innovation center for Asia.
MetLife says the lab will function as a
business creation engine, focused on
illuminating new business models for
the market.
Taking an organizational approach,
property and casualty insurance
giant Allstate plans to set up a
400-member staff office in Chicago
Quantitative Research & Analytics
and Connected Car teams that will
focus on developing next-generation
telematics. Hires will support
innovation specialists that back, in
part, the QR&A team, which focuses
on research, synthesizes data and
builds predictive modeling. Allstate’s
Connected Car division, in turn,
has focused on developing nextgeneration telematics.
In a first-ever inside-out-approach
to support visionary thinkers, a group
of insurers in Iowa is focused on
helping to foster the indstry’s most
successful future technology
solutions. Known as the Global Insurance Accelerator, this consortium
of insurance companies provides a
$40K seed investment in exchange
for 6% equity, access to more than
80 mentors, a desk in which to work
in their Des Moines office, 100-days
of on-site support and time on stage
at the Global Insurance Symposium to
a crowd of 350+ industry executives.

What do insurers need to do to ensure that
innovation in business and technology remains
a priority and receives the attention it requires?
The first thing any company can do is to
nurture a strong culture of innovation. If
you look at the world’s most innovative
companies, like Apple, Amazon, or Google,
they encourage a forwarding-thinking
environment. In fact, 3M sets the expectation
that employees should spend 15% of their
time on innovation. This time can be spent
on new products and services, or new
systems and procedures. Such a policy
creates a mindset that says we’re not resting
on our laurels or waiting for our products
and services to fall behind. Instead, we’re
driving change to achieve both incremental
and radical progress.

What is the role of solution providers/
partners in promoting innovation born of
visionary thinking that can benefit the entire
insurance industry?
Solution providers, especially technology
vendors, should be advancing the agenda
for the industry. Insurance companies can
increase their innovation quotient by drawing
on this expertise. At Systema Software, we
listen to our customers’ needs. We organize
panels on “Emerging Technologies” to
present at conferences to educate the
industry on today’s latest digital trends.
We continually evaluate the feasibility of
new capabilities for our product roadmap
and for the benefit of our customers. For
example, we recently integrated Microsoft
Power BI to provide extended business
intelligence capabilities, and we redesigned
the user interface of our SIMS Claims
system to provide a more intuitive and
efficient user experience.
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